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Changing Your
Network
Marketing
Game

The huge majority of people that get
into network marketing go through
their “warm market” list, sell to a few
people they know, and get stuck.
That’s because the #1 obstacle to network marketing success is
finding and qualifying leads. It doesn’t take long to realize 3 basic
truths.
1. The people who do well in network marketing -- the “leaders” -are people that already had big contact lists. Maybe they were
in other network marketing companies before. Maybe they
already had a big social media following.
2. The idea that you sign up 3 or 4 people, who each sign up 3 or 4,
who each sign up 3 or 4, and so forth looks great in
presentations but doesn’t really work.
3. Most of the people you talk to about your products and
company say “NO”.

If you’re not
making the kind of
money you hoped
for in network
marketing, what
makes you think
things will change?
Now is the
time to decide to
start playing the
game that works!

In other words, what network marketing companies teach you to do
to become successful probably won’t produce the results you want.
If that all sounds familiar there are 2 critical things you need to think
about.
1. It doesn’t make sense to keep doing what hasn’t worked.
2. There is a proven alternative, but you must change your entire
game.
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The Secrets
Network
Marketing
Companies
Don’t Want
You To Know
There are 2 secrets you never hear
network marketing companies ever tell
their members.
Everything the company does is designed to
make them money, not the individual
distributors. They are happy to have thousands
and thousands of distributors that individually
make very little money because that still adds up
to big money for them. Get in the habit of
evaluating everything the company does in
terms of who it benefits – the company, you,
or the customer.

Companies act
in their self-interest
not yours
Pay plans are
designed to look
great for
distributors but
make the company
a lot of money

Pay plans, in particular, are designed for the
company’s benefit. They are intended to sound
like amazing opportunities. The reality is that
very few people in any network marketing
company make enough money to quit their fulltime day jobs. Now is the time for you to
decide that you intend to be one of the ones
that do.
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The Secret To
YOUR Success

Your success is 100% about you, not
your network marketing company.
Nothing makes your heart drop more than
investing a year or more of your time in a
network marketing company that suddenly
announces it’s closing its doors. And, it happens
all the time. You protect yourself by always
building YOUR PERSONAL BUSINESS. There are
two main things that do that.
First, build your personal brand. That means get
people to know, like, and trust you apart from
any company you work with. On social media it
means becoming an “influencer”. Check out our
eBook The Art Of Personal Branding.

Always decide
and act in your
long-term self
interest
Build your
personal brand

BUILD YOUR
PERSONAL LIST

Second, build your personal contact list. Those
are people interested in what you have to say and
sell. They’re people you can contact about more
and more offers. When you have a huge
contact list, you become a “leader”.
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A Brief History Of Computers In
Network Marketing

Before
computers
companies
branded
themselves with
paper brochures
and created forms
to take orders

YOU

“NO”

It was up to
distributors to find
leads, give the
sales pitch, and
make the sale…
and they mainly
heard “NO”
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Then
companies put
order forms and
brochures on the
internet

YOU
But it was still
up to distributors
to find leads, give
the sales pitch, and
make the sale

“NO”

Despite all the fancy images, snazzy videos, and
comprehensive web sites, not much has changed
in the network marketing model.
All of that still amounts to brochures and
order forms. Now, they’re digital instead of
paper.
Individual distributors still must find leads, make
the pitch, and close the sale.
Distributors are stuck having to find and
qualify leads on a one-to-one basis with
most leads saying “NO”. That leads to a
sense of SCARCITY in distributors’ minds
that they will never find enough leads.

Most of a
distributor’s time is
spent finding and
qualifying leads
that end up saying
“NO”
A sense of
SCARCITY
pervades
everything most
distributors do
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YOU
Some
distributors put
their personal
brochures on a web
site

“NO”

Enterprising distributors use computers for their
own benefit. They create their own personal web
sites and turn to social media to find leads and
encourage sales.

Some
distributors turn to
social media to
brand themselves
and find leads

That still doesn’t change things much because
each distributor must invest their time creating
posts and videos that produce few results.
Even on social media, much of the lead qualifying
is still done one-on-one with a lot of “NOs”.

The more
things change, the
more they stay the
same
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YOU

YOU
“YES”
The next generation of computer-based lead
generation and qualification is already being done
in internet marketing. It automatically finds leads
and qualifies them by delivering the sales pitch that
YOU do personally using the computer.
In some cases, you may not talk to leads at all and
you will make the sale.
In other cases, you will need to talk to people. But
those people will already be predisposed to say
“YES”.
The 3 things that will determine the success of
your business are:

What’s needed
is applying the next
generation in
computer
sophistication
Generate and
qualify leads in the
computer
automatically
Only talk to
the people that are
ready to say “YES”

1. The quality of your target audience selection
2. The quality of your online sales pitch
3. Your personal closing skills
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YOUR LIST

YOU
“YES”
The #1 thing that determines your long-term
success is the size of your personal contact list. In
fact, research shows that when used properly, you

And even the
people that don’t
respond to your
automated
marketing become
part of your
personal contact
list

can make $1 per month for each person on your
digital contact list.
The people who aren’t ready to say “YES” to
your current network marketing offer are not
losses. If they take even the smallest step to
show interest in you, they become part of your
digital contact list. That’s like money in the
bank.
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6 Critical Goals For YOUR
Online Presence

1. Find leads automatically.
2. Build your contact list automatically.
3. Engage with your contacts and build
rapport automatically.
4. Do your marketing pitch
automatically to qualify leads.
5. Make as many sales as possible
without your direct interaction.
6. Empower yourself to only have oneto-one interaction with people who
are ready to say “YES”.
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6 Main Types Of Online
Marketing And Sales Presences

STYLE

DESCRIPTION

BEST USE

Online
Brochures

These are the typical websites originally developed in
the 1990s. They have high end images and descriptions
of what a network marketing company is about, the
products they sell, and the pay plan.

BRANDING

Online Stores

The best example of an online store is Amazon. They
have a collection of products to sell and provide
viewers with ways to find products, put them in carts,
and purchase them.

FINDING AND
SELLING PRODUCTS

Blogs

Blogs provide viewers with a collection of articles to
read.

SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION
(SEO)

Social Media
Pages

Social media is an alternative form of blog that
facilitates interactions among viewers.

BRANDING AND
VIRAL GROWTH

Sales Funnels

Funnels are web pages specifically designed to direct
viewers toward joining contact lists and buying
products.

COLLECTING,
QUALIFYING, AND
SELLING TO LEADS

Chatbots

Chatbots provide interactive engagements with viewers
that simulate talking to a live person.

HIGH ENGAGEMENT
LEAD COLLECTION,
QUALIFYING, AND
SALES

Sales funnels and chatbots work best for lead generation and qualification
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3 Types Of Websites To Avoid In
Network Marketing
They don’t sell your product or company

Brochures

Blogs

Online
Stores

If you want to
sell your product
and recruit
distributors these
are the wrong
types of websites
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Unlocking The
Online Network
Marketing Secrets
By Dispelling The Big Myths

I Sell Products And Opportunities
“If I tell people about the features of my Product and
Opportunity they will buy.”

Base your success on the problems you
solve not the products and company you
sell.
The first step in finding leads is getting
people to look at your content on the
internet.
People are not looking on the internet for your product or company.
They are constantly looking for solutions to problems they believe
they have.
Fundamentally, they want to avoid things that are causing some kind
of pain in their lives or get things that will bring them more pleasure.

You need to brand yourself as providing
what they are looking for.
For example, people want:
• Pain relief
• Better health
• More wealth
• Better relationships
• A new car
• A way to clean house with less work
• Less stress in their lives
• Better sleep

People never
buy features
People always
buy things that
provide solutions to
their needs
Brand yourself
as providing
solutions to what
people want
See our eBooks
The Art Of Personal Branding
The Art Of Marketing Messages

If you focus your internet content on the network marketing company
or product you will not grab people’s attention on the internet enough
to produce any significant results.
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Replicated Sites Work
“I don’t need a unique web presence.”
“I can build a business through someone else’s work.”
“I can ride someone else’s coattails to wealth.”

When it comes to selling things using the
internet, the only thing you can say about
replicated sites is that they are slightly better
than nothing… but only if you already have a
lead to send to them.

Replicated
sites never make
you special with a
unique sales
proposition

They’re only good as shopping baskets.

Replicated sites come in 2 varieties.
1. Sites produced by the network marketing company.
2. Sites created by 3rd parties.
In both cases, the underlying assumption is that everyone can use
exactly the same marketing materials to build their business. That
means you have no individual identity apart from the one-to-one
marketing you do with leads and prospects. You don’t build your
brand.
That also assumes you are selling a product or company and not
providing a solution to a problem people are looking for.
In addition, replicated content is not even considered by the search
engines like Google. They’re worthless for SEO.

They never
grab a lead’s
attention because
the fail to focus on
the results that the
lead wants

You can forget
about any
possibility of
people finding you
in search if you’re 1
in 10,000
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I Need To Market To Everyone
“Somebody is bound to sign up.”

Directing your marketing to people who are
looking for a particular solution optimizes your
marketing efforts and dollars.
Sure, sell your product and opportunity to anyone who will buy it.
Why would you ever turn down a sale?
But selling is different than marketing. In marketing, you get the best
results when you focus your marketing message on people who are
most likely to listen to it. Watch TV advertising. You don’t see
products that women are most likely to buy advertised on shows that
men are most likely to watch. Companies that want to sell beer don’t
advertise on children’s cartoon shows. Television advertisers know
they throw their money away by advertising to the wrong audience.
Internet marketers have proven that the best sales results come from
ensuring their marketing messages are seen by the right people. The
best strategy is to:
1. Make sure your marketing message is seen by the right people.
2. Say what they want to hear about a solution to their need.
See our eBook The Art of Marketing Messages.

It doesn’t work
to market
something for
better sleep to
people who are in a
coffee shop on
their way to work
in the morning
The more
carefully and
narrowly you define
your target
audience, the
better your results
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I Need A Website
“If people see my personal website they will buy.”

Most people think of a website as the
“brochure style” of website that provides a lot
of information about them and their products…
and maybe their company.

The Winning
Web Presence
Formula

When it comes to selling things effectively,
those kind of sites are DEAD!
Most network marketers waste their money if they spend it
developing a brochure, an online store, or a blog type of website.
Why? Because those types of sites don’t effectively close sales. They
are not designed to automate what a distributor does to close a sale.
They are not MARKETING websites. To market effectively, a web
presence (whether website, social media, or chatbot) must guide the
viewing prospect through a series of steps that accomplish two main
objectives.
1. Get the lead’s contact information in your database.
2. Make a sale.
Even a highly polished website needs people to see it to make sales.
Your major concern isn’t a website. It’s how to get people to see your
web presence once it’s created.
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I Need A Better Website
“I already have a website. It just needs to be better.”

If you already have a website and you think it
needs to be better, ask yourself what results
you want and why you’re not getting them now.
The most common form of website is the brochure style. Why?
Because that has been the predominant style for at least 2 decades.
So, the first question is what results do you want that you’re not
getting. If you’re not getting more sales, there are only 2 possibilities.
1. Not enough people are visiting your site.
2. The contents of your site don’t entice them to respond.

You’re not
getting results
because you’re not
grabbing attention
by clearly offering
solutions to what
people believe they
need

If more people need to visit your site, you need to change the
strategies you have for finding them and grabbing their attention.
You find them by having an internet presence where people who are
likely to buy spend their viewing time.
You grab their attention by providing solutions to their needs.
Solutions that either help them avoid pain in their lives or give them
more pleasure.
If the contents of your site don’t get them to engage, you need to
make sure you are providing content about what they want to hear,
not what you want to say.
In either case, you don’t need small revisions to your existing
website, you need a completely different website based on a
different strategy.
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I Need Better SEO
“People will find me if I get better ranking.”

SEO is a wonderful thing when you appear high
on search results, but it’s hard to get and keep.
Doing what you need to do for good SEO ranking isn’t very
complicated, but you need to do a lot of it. One or two YouTube
videos and a few good blog posts aren’t likely to result in enough
people visiting your web presence to make significant sales.
The reality is that making sales on your web presence is all about
numbers. For the most part, if your web presence doesn’t appear in
the first 3 to 5 search result listings, you might as well not appear at
all. People just don’t look much further than that. You won’t get the
numbers you need to make sales.
A bigger problem is that even if you do appear high up in the organic
search results today, you may not tomorrow. There is no guarantee
that you will maintain a high ranking. That means that it’s impossible
to plan on maintaining steady sales… and that’s no way to run a
business.

Good search
results are
ephemeral. One
day you’re hot and
the next day you’re
not.
Think of good
SEO as frosting on
an already good
tasting web
presence.

What are the numbers? Online sales statistics say that if you’re doing
good, 1% - 2% of the people who visit your online presence will buy
what you’re selling. Being optimistic, 50 people will view your web site
before you make a sale. Five percent of the people who see you in a
search results will click to see your website. That means 1,000 people
will have to see your search result to make 1 sale. It’s amazing how
many internet marketers are disappointed when they don’t get any
sales from a YouTube video with only 10 views.
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I Need To Do More Social Posts
“If I do more posts, more people will contact me.”

The quantity of posts you do doesn’t matter.
Social media platforms have become very sophisticated. A few years
ago, how many likes your page had and posts you made mattered.
Today, the thing that’s important is how much people engage with
what you do post. Engagements are liking your posts and, more
importantly, sharing it with their friends.

Engagements
rule
Likes fool

The whole purpose of posting on social media is getting a lot of
people to read and pay attention to what you have to say. It’s to
achieve a viral marketing effect where as many of your friends see it
as possible and share it with their friends, who share it with their
friends, who share it with their friends…
Engagements determine how fast your presence spreads through the
social media space. And overall, building up engagements is a longterm strategy. It won’t get you sales quickly unless you already have a
big social media presence.
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I Can’t Afford It
“I’d rather spend money somewhere else.”

The SCARCITY of leads in normal network
marketing makes every dime of every sale
precious.

If you’re
serious about
building a longterm sustainable
business, you’ve
got to spend
money.

There’s no getting around it. If you want to make money you’ve got to
spend money. Network marketing companies make you spend money
by buying products to start your busines, charging for your replicated
site, and requiring you to buy more products to stay active. That
creates a problem. When the easy sign ups and promises of big money
don’t pan out, you start framing the entire business in terms of
SCARCITY. You see everything related to the company through
POVERTY glasses. You think you can just work more and more and
more doing the things that aren’t working and somehow things will
change. They won’t. Here’s a simple solution.

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8

$3
$9
$27
$81
$243
$729
$2,187
$6,561

What if you had a magic cell phone that gave you three dollars back every day you gave it one. How many
dollars would you give it? I hope your answer is, “As many as I possibly could.” Then, what would you do
with the dollars you got back? I hope your answer is, “I’d put them back in the cell phone.” Pretty quickly,
you’d get enough money coming back to spend some of those dollars on what you want. With a good
internet presence and advertising, that can and does happen.
Now, one more wrinkle. Suppose that phone required you to put in several dollars before it started giving
back at a 3 to 1 ratio. How much would you put in? That’s how much risk you’re willing to tolerate… and
the secret is to mitigate your risk. There are proven internet marketing formulas to do that. Your
hesitation is that the picture your network marketing company painted for you didn’t pan out and now
you’re gun shy.
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2 Types Of Web Presences To
Pursue In Network Marketing
They DO make sales

Sales
Funnels

Sales Funnels and Chatbots put the marketing
dialogue you would normally do face-to-face
inside the computer. They take the viewer
step-by-step through a process that gathers
their contact information and makes the sale.

Facebook
Chatbots

If you want to
sell your product
and recruit
distributors these
web presences
produce fantastic
results
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Design Everything On The
Web With Cell Phones In Mind

If you don’t design your web presences to work great on cell
phones, you are throwing away a tremendous number of leads.
• Mobile web traffic accounts for 53% of all web traffic.
• 60%of online shoppers say shopping via mobile is important in
their product choice.
• 66% of internet users use shopping apps on their mobile
devices.
• 70% of people doing product research do it on cell phones. The
trend is for greater cell phone-based web interaction.

70% of people
looking for
products do it on
their phones

Sales Funnels and Facebook Chatbots work great on desktop and
laptop computers. They are ideal for cell phones. So, why not use
the best types of web presences to produce results on the devices
that people are most likely to use? That’s the way to build a
sustainable business.
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Your Next Steps
Get Our Art Of Marketing
Compendium

Online Network
Marketing
Secrets

The Art Of
Personal Branding
& Workbook

Tells you why it makes
sense to do online
network marketing and
dispels the most
common myths in
network marketing.

Shows you what you need
to do to stand out from the
rest of the network
marketing crowd.

The Art Of
Marketing
Messages &
Workbook

The Art Of
Testimonial
Marketing &
Workbook

Unveils the secrets of
creating marketing
messages that will sell
your products and
opportunity.

Describes how to create your
own stories and testimonials
from other people that add
emotional punch to your
marketing messages.

The Art Of
Chatbot
Marketing &
Workbook
Reveals the new, highly
effective way to deliver
your marketing message
using Facebook
Messenger chatbots.

The Art Of Online
Advertising
Reveals the basic strategies for
building your business through
online advertising.
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